Video Conversations

Financial design for now and later
Discover investment strategies to develop your IRA/portfolio/investment and estate planning for your current personal finances and the future.

Teaching Careers
Find out about dance education and regular certification for K-12, adult education and college teaching jobs.

Stepping Into Hope & Change NYC
Alexander J. Dubé, Executive Director and Lauren Gordon, MSW, LCSW, Career Counselor welcome keynote addressee Rachel S. Moore, Executive Director of American Ballet Theatre.

Job Search Over 40
Listen to professionals who have found work and meaningful sideline, parallel and second careers. Maturity, life experience and transferrable skills have sold them to employers.

These and other informative videos can be found at Career Transition for Dancers website, http://www.careertransition.org/OnlineResources/VideoConversation. The conversations cover a wide range of topics that affect and will inform the development of dancers at every level.

Recent videos and archival videos are available without membership. A short list of conversations include: Creating choices and connections for your future; Telling not selling; Identifying your mission and personal statement (Part 1): The starting point is you; and a host of others.